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A growing body of variationist literature has addressed the grammaticalization of 

variants within the general extender (GE) system of English (Cheshire 2007, Pichler and Levey 
2009, Tagliamonte and Denis 2010). As in (1), GEs are “a class of expressions that typically 
occur in clause .nal position and have the basic form of conjunction plus noun phrase” 
(Cheshire 2007:156).  
(1)  I believe in extra-terrestrials and like other life out there, but ghosts and-stu. I don’t 
know.  

Cheshire observes that in three British speech communities, the GE system is 
undergoing grammaticalization. On the other hand, Tagliamonte and Denis’s apparent time 
analysis of GEs in Toronto (Canada) English (TorE) concludes that the GE system is 
diachronically stable. Because Cheshire focuses on adolescents, it is unclear whether the results 
from Britain represent a snapshot of a change in progress or stable variation within the system. 
Thus, this paper replicates the methodology of Tagliamonte and Denis using the 700,000 word 
York Corpus of British English (YorkE)(Tagliamonte 1999-2001) with the aim of providing a 
consistent transatlantic comparison of GEs through apparent time.  

Like in TorE, there is no evidence for ongoing grammaticalization in YorkE. None of 
the phenomena argued to be diagnostic of grammaticalization in this system (e.g. phonological 
reduction and development of intersubjective meaning) are changing through apparent time.  

Although it is tempting to conclude that TorE and YorkE have homologous, stable GE 
systems, focusing on grammaticalization masks the di.erent inventories and divergent 
de-velopments of individual variants. For instance, although the GE and-stu. is the leading 
variant for adolescent speakers of both TorE and YorkE, its frequency in TorE has increased 
incrementally and monotonically, while in YorkE, the form is by and large restricted to the 
youngest speakers. And-stu. can best be described as a ‘fashion’ in YorkE but ‘customary’ in 
TorE (Labov 2010).  
  


